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Abstract 
This paper describes the parallel implementation of a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for spoken 
language recognition on the MasPar MP-1. A major drawback of using HMMs for speech recog- 
nition is the amount of processing time required to  develop and test the model. By exploiting 
the massive parallelism of explicit duration HMMs, we can develop more complex models for 
real-time speech recognition. Implementational issues such as choice of data structures, method 
of communication, and utilization of parallel computation functions will be explored. The results 
of our experiments show that the parallelism in HMMs can be effectively exploited by the MP-1. 
Training that use to take more than a week can now be completed in about an hour. Once trained, 
the system can recognize the phones of a test utterance in a fraction of a second. 
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1 Introduction 
While hidden Markov models (HMMs) have been a popular and effective method of recogniz- 
ing spoken language, their complexity has been limited because of computational costs. Explicit 
duration continuous HMMs with multiple codebooks are generally not used in the recognition 
community for two reasons. For one, although the theoretical advantage of accurate duration 
modeling is acknowledged, their practical advantage over approximate duration methods is con- 
sidered too small to  warrant the extra computation. Secondly, there is currently a rush to develop 
real-time recognition systems for single workstations, and there simply are not sufficient resources 
to utilize high complexity models. 
Explicit duration modeling has been shown to increase the effectiveness of hidden Markov 
models in automatic speech recognition [Lev87, LL911, but at  a large computational cost. If D 
is the maximum duration allowed for any state, a hidden Markov model with explicit duration 
modeling requires D times more processing power for both training and recognition. The time 
needed to evaluate several competing models is often prohibitive for a serial machine. However, 
this paper presents a parallel implementation of a phone recognition system that is nearly constant 
in D for both training and recognition '. 
Our parallel implementation accomplishes greater complexity by utilizing more PEs, so that 
there is no longer a tradeoff between accurate modeling and the ability to achieve real-time 
recognition. Also, the extra PEs needed for explicit duration modeling are also used to calculate 
the output probabilities. By exploiting both parallelisms in turn, the extra PEs needed for explicit 
duration modeling can be utilized more efficiently. 
We chose the MasPar MP-1 for our implementation because our algorithms have several de- 
grees of parallelism that can be exploited, and can efficiently utilize tens of thousands of PEs. 
Also, our application needs both fast xnet communication and efficient scan operations, which are 
characteristic of the target architecture. In order to fully exploit all levels of parallelism, imple- 
mentational issues such as choice of data structures, method of communication, and utilization 
of parallel computation functions will be discussed. 
The results of our experiments show that the parallelism in HMMs can be effectively exploited 
by the MP-1 to significantly improve the training and recognition times. Training that use to 
take more than a week can now be completed in about an hour. Once trained, the system can 
recognize the phones of a test utterance in a fraction of a second. 
'To be exact, the algorithm is order(K + clog(D)), where c is very small compared to h' 
2 Hidden Markov Model Terminology 
A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a stochastic model of a process that is defined for each integer 
t from 1 t o  T. The process being modeled is assumed t o  be in one of N mutually exclusive 
states for each time t .  These states can be represented by the nodes of a graph (for example, see 
figure 7). The initial state is the state of the process a t  t = 1 and the final state is the state of 
the process a t  t = T. Stored on the arc between node i and node j is the probability that the 
process in state i will next be in state j. This probability is known as the transition probability, 
a i j .  If it is impossible for the process t o  switch from state i t o  state j ,  then the corresponding 
arc can be omitted. The state of the process for each t is hidden. However, an output vector 
is produced for each t that  is observable. The sequence of output vectors, 0 = (01,  ..., OT), is 
referred to  as the observation sequence since the output vectors are the only part of the procces 
that  can be observed. If the process is in state j ,  then the output vector is chosen according to  
a normal output distribution, bj(Ot) = N ( p , a )  [Lip82]. In each state, an  arbitrary number of 
output vectors between 1 and D (inclusive) are produced according to  a probability mass function 
(pmf) [Fer80]. The maximum duration D (typically around 30, corresponding t o  0.3 seconds) is 
the same for all states, but each state has a unique duration pmfL. The probability that  T output 
vectors are produced when the process is in state j is denoted by dj,,. Since duration is modeled 
explicitly, the self transition probabilities are set to  zero. A null state [BJM83] is a state that 
produces no output sym bols, or equivalently has zero duration. Without loss of generality, assume 
that  the initial and final states are null, so that dl,o = 1.0 and dN,0 = 1.0. The elements of a 
hidden Markov model are summarized in Table 1. See the appendix for a review of HMMs. 
3 The Parallel Speech Recognition System 
3.1 The Phone Recognizer 
The topology of the phone recognizer implemented on the MasPar MP-1 is depicted in figure 
1. Each phone is represented by three states, representing the beginning, middle, and end of a 
phone. All of the phones in the language are connected in parallel from the initial state to the 
final state. Since a transition from the final state to the initial state is permitted, the spoken 
utterance can be a sequence of phones spoken continuously (i.e., without pauses separating the 
individual phones). Note that the final and initial state shown in figure l a  have been combined 
into a single state in figure lb .  This latter topology, which is slightly more efficient to  implement, 
2The maximum duration can also be state dependent 









Figure 1: a) HMM topology for phone recognizer. b) Initial and final states merged. 
Definition 
The duration of the observation sequence. 
The size of the parametric vector modeled by a Gaussian. 
The number of states in the HMM. - 
The probability that the next state will be j, given that the current state is i. 
The probability that output vector Ot will be emitted, given the current state is j. 
The maximum duration for any state. 
The probability that T output vectors will be emitted when the process visits state 
j .  
HMM parameters = ({aij) {dj,,) , {~lj) ,  {gj)) 
is identical in generative capacity. 
A spoken sentence is converted to an observation sequence by dividing the speech into 10 ms 
frames. Each frame is first converted to a vector of cepstral coefficients [MG76], which gives a 
broad spectral representation of the speech segment. 
Once the parameters have been estimated from the training data, recognition consists of 
determining the most likely path, and therefore the most likely sequence of phones, for a given 
observation sequence. The algorithm for finding the best path is known as the Viterbi algorithm, 
and is very similar to the forward algorithm[Vit67, For731 (see the appendix). 
3.2 Architecture of the MasPar MP-1 
In this section we describe the features of our target architecture, the MasPar MP-l[MasSO]. The 
MP-1 is a massively-parallel computer with 16,384 PEs arranged in a 128-by-128 array. Each P E  
has a 4-bit ALU and 16 KBytes of local memory. 
The MP-1 supports two different networks for interprocessor communication, the xnet and 
the global router. Communicating with xnet is fast but a data  transfer can only take place 
between PEs that  lie on the same horizontal, vertical, or diagonal row, as shown in figure 2. 
Communications which use the global router are slower, but the router can support any arbitrary 
PE- to-PE communication. 
Our parallel programs are written in MPL[MasS:I.], which is C extended with a few keywords 
t o  support data  parallel computation. A list of the keywords used in the pseudocode are shown 
below: 
I routerlprocl.variable I Accesses variable located in the P E  numbered proc. I 
Keyword 
plural variable declaration 
iproc 
ixproc 
i yproc  
xnetWld.variable 
We make use of the following optimized communication routines from Maspar's programming 
library: 
Comment 
A variable declared as plural is present in every PE. 
The index of the P E  into the array of PEs. 
The column index of the P E  into the array of PEs. 
The row index of the P E  into the array of PEs. 
Accesses variable located in a P E  which is d PEs to  the west. 
Xaet grid communications Global Router communications 
Figure 2: Interprocessor communication on the MasPar MP-1. 
I Routine I Function 
I scanMuld(variable, seg) I I Calculate the prefix product of variable; seg marks scan 1 
reduceAddd(variab1e) 
scanAddd(variable, seg) 
Calculate the sum of each active PE's variable. 
Calculate the prefix sum of variable; seg marks scan 
boundaries. 
I I ceives two or more values. thev are summed. I 
sendwithAddd(variable, dest) 
The MP-1 provides a hardware timer with a resolution of 80 nanoseconds that is accessible 
through the dpuTimerElapsed() routine. We used it to measure the execution times that are 
plotted in figure 6. 
boundaries. 
variable is sent to the PE with iproc=dest. If dest re- 
3.3 Mapping an HMM to the MP-1 
Figure 3: One possible HMM layout on MasPar MP-1. 
Beginning Middle End 
a D-- D--D- 
With the exception of the initiallfinal state, which is not explicitly modeled, each state of the 




of simple communication (xnet instead of the router); however a large number of PEs are wasted. 
We chose duration to  be a power of two, and packed multiple states across each row of PEs. 
Although this layout requires that the three states of a phone may be split across two rows in 
phone 3 ~ ~ 1 ~ 1  o 0 -**o 
128 
PEs 
p h o n e 4 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
OooOOoooOooOooOOo~~-o . . . 
00000000000000000~~~0 . 128 PEs . 
O O O O O O O O O O ~ ~ O O - - ~ O   
O O O O O @ O @ O O ~ O ~ O O - - - O  
O O O O O . @ @ O O @ ~ O O * * * O  
some cases, this is not a problem if the router is used. Another advantage of the router is that 
A 
more general HMM topologies than the phone model used in this paper can be implemented. 
Let the plural variable r range from 1 to D across the D PEs assigned to state i. The transition 
or arc probability will be stored in the plural variable a in the PEs assigned to the destination 
state. For each of the D PEs assigned to state i, let the plural variables, newalpha and old-alpha, 
be equal to  equation variable, a t + ~ - . ~ ( i )  at times t and t - 1, respectively. By storing D delayed 
versions of the forward probabilities across the D PEs, communication overhead and storage space 
can be significantly reduced. The most recent D values of alpha are stored efficiently by using 
xnet t o  shift the most recent newalpha. Although all T values of alpha need to  be stored for later 
use by the backward algorithm, they can be stored across D PEs using the router construct, so 
that local P E  memory is conserved. Thus, the plural array, alphasave, need only be T I D  long. 
The D PEs allocated to  a single HMM state can also be utilized in the calculation of the 
output probabilities. Suppose that for each t the observation vector is of length M. For speech 
recognition, each vector is modeled by an M-dimensional Gaussian with a diagonal covariance 
matrix. In this case, the ith vector element of the jth vector can be stored in the PE with 
T = M x j + i. The means and covariance diagonals are stored in the same way. This has the 
additional advantage of storing the output parameters in an efficient manner. Each of the M 
PEs can simultaneously calculate the distance from the mean normalized by the variance for a 
particular vector element, and then scanAddd() can be used to  efficiently sum the contributions. 
Of course, M must be less than D. For example, if the observation is comprised of loth-order 
cepstral coefficients and delta cepstral coefficients, then D would need to  be at least 20. 
The backward trellis can be stored analogously to the forward trellis, so that only two plural 
variables are needed, old-beta and new-beta, instead of a T-long array. Unlike the alpha trellis, 
the backward trellis is stored in the predecessor state instead of the state for which it is defined. 
This allows easier communication during the calculation of the estimation counts. 
The following pseudocode initializes T and defines a segmentation of PEs. 
In the above code, singular variables are typed in boldface. The active set indicates the group of 
PEs for which the associated instruction is carried out. The active set definitions given in table 
2 will simplify the pseudocode for the forward and backward algorithms. 
Initialization 
3.4 Mapping the Forward Algorithm to the MP-1 
# Active Set Instruction 
0 ALL durationseg = 0 
1 ALL T = 1 + ixproc modD 
Consider a parallel implementation of the forward algorithm. Assuming the topology shown in 
figure lb ,  the finallinitial state must be updated before all other states for each t because of the 
# Active Set Instruction 
2 ALL if (r = D or ixproc = 127) 




All allocated PEs, including the 3 0  PEs assigned to  each of the 
INITIAL 
phones along with the PE that represents the initiallfinal state. 
The single P E  that represents the hitiallfinal state. 
FIRSTJNPHONE The set of PEs for which the initiallfinal state is the predecessor and 
r = 1. For the layout shown in figure 3, the leftmost PE of each row 
LASTJNPHONE 
I NOTEIRSTJNSTATE ( All PEs assigned to a phone where r # 1. I 
assigned to  a phone belongs to this set. 
The set of PEs for which the initiallfinal state is the successor and 
r = 1. For the layout shown in figure 3, the last active P E  of each 
FIRSTJNSTATE 
row assigned to a phone belongs to this set, i.e., ixproc = 3 x D. 
All PEs assigned to a phone where r = 1. 
I leftmost P E  of each row assigned to a phone belongs to  this set. 
LASTJNEIRSTSTATE 
Table 2: Psuedocode Active Set Definitions 
- 
The set of PEs for which the hitiallfinal state is the predecessor 
and r = D. For the layout shown in figure 3, the D~~ PE from the 
null transitions. All other states can be evaluated simultaneously resulting in a speedup of ND. 
Consider the pseudocode implementation of the forward algorithm shown in Table 3. The 
observation probabilities are scaled in line 11 so that underflow does not occur. Note that the D 
most recent output probabilities are calculated only once and then saved by shifted the probability 
across the D PEs. Next, the current forward probability of the successor state is found by 
summing the contribution of all D possible durations. In line 19, a delayed version of a past 
forward probability is stored in each PE. 
After all T observations have been accounted for, the scaling terms can be removed without 
underflow by subtracting the log of the scaling terms. Although not shown in the pseudocode, 
the logs of the scaling terms can be found in parallel by spreading the T I D  terms across the first 
T I D  PEs. 
3.5 Mapping the Backward Algorithm to the MP-1 
A joint implementation of the backward and Baum-Welch algorithms is given in Table 4. At the 
completion of the loop, scaled-backward-prob is equal to scaled-forward-prob found in the 
forward algorithm. 
The function my-bscanAddd() converts a forwardly scanned sum to a sum that is scanned to 
the left. For example, assume that three PEs contain a ,  b, and c, respectively from left to right. 
The Forward Algorithm 
. # Active Set Instruction 
0 ALL alphasave[O] = new-alpha = out-prob = 0.0 
1 FIRSTINPHONE alphasave[O] = new-alpha = a 
2 ALL c[O] = 1.0 
3 for t= l  to T 
{ 
4 ALL old-alpha = new-alpha 
5 ALL out-prob = xnetW[l].out-prob 
6 ALL gauss-temp = 0.0 
7 r 5 M diff = observation[t-1] - mean 
8 r _< M gauss-temp = diff x diff / var 
9 ALL sum = scanAddd(gauss-temp,durationseg) 
10 r = M xnetW[M - l].out-prob = p-exp(-sum/2.0) / norm 
11 ALL prod-tmp = out-prob 
12 ( t  - r)mod TsCALE = 0 prod-tmp = prod-tmp x c[(t - r )  / T-SCALE] 
13 ALL product = scanMuld(prod~tmp,durationseg) 
14 ALL sum-tmp = old-alpha x d  x product 
15 ALL statesum = scanAddd(sum~tmp,durationseg) 
16 FIRSTINSTATE newalpha = router[source].statesum 
17 LASTJNPHONE t m p  = reduceAddd(statesum) 
18 FIRSTINPHONE newalpha = t m p  x a 
19 NOTIIRSTINSTATE newalpha = xnetW[l] .oldalpha 
20 FIRSTJNSTATE xnetE[t mod D].alphasave[t/D] = new-alpha 
21 t mod TsCALE = 0 c[t/ T-SCALE] = 1.0 / reduceAddd(new-alpha) 
1 
22 scaled-forward-prob = t m p  
23 log-forward-prob = log(tmp) 
24 for t = O  to  T-1 
25 log-forward-prob = log-forward-prob - log(c[t]) 
Table 3: Psuedocode Implementation of the Forward Algorithm for the MP-1 
The forward scan results in a, a+b, and a+b+c. Using my-bscanAddd() results in a+b+c, b+c, 
and c, from left to right. The lack of a hardware supported backward scan is not a hardship as 
it first appears. The function my-bscanAddd() does not actually sum from left to  right. Instead, 
The Backward Algorithm with Re-Estimation 
# Active Set Instruction 
0 ALL new-beta = out-prob = out-count = 0.0 





r < M  
r < M  
ALL 
r = M  
ALL 




F I R S T J N S T A T E  
F I R S T J N S T A T E  
F I R S T l N S T A T E  




r < T - t  
L A S T J N S T A T E  
L A S T l N S T A T E  
r < M  
r F M  




N O T T I R S T J N S T A T E  
for t=T-1 to 0 
{ 
old-beta = new-beta 
out-prob = xnetW[:l.].out -prob 
out-count = xnetW[l].out-count 
gauss-temp = 0.0 
diff = observation[t] - mean 
gauss-temp = diff x diff / var 
sum = scanAddd(gauss-temp,durationseg) 
xnetW[M - l].out-prob = p-exp(-sum/2.0) / norm 
prod-tmp = out-prob 
prod-tmp = prod-tmp x c [ ( t+r -  1)/T-SCALE] 
product = scanMuld(prod-tmp,durationseg) 
sum-tmp = product xp[ t  + 11 x d 
statesum = scanAddd(sum-tmp,durationseg) 
new-beta = router[destination].statesum 
alpha-tmp = xnetE[t mod D].alphasave[t/D] 
alpha-tmp = alpha-tmp / forwardpar t ia l -prob  
xnetcE[D-l].alpha-tmp = alpha-tmp 
dcOu,t = dcount + alpha-tmp x sum-tmp 
- acount - acount + alpha-tmp x statesum 
sum2 = my-bscanAddd(statesum,durationseg,D) 
out-count = out-count + alpha-tmp x sum2 
temp = out-count 
xnetcW[D-l].temp = out-count 
norm-count = norm-count x temp 
mean-count = mean-count x temp x O[t + D - 11 
var-count = var-count x temp x(O[t + D - 11)' 
statesum-times-trans-prob = statesum x a 
t m p  = reduceAddd(statesum-times-trans-prob) 
new-beta = t m p  
new-beta = xnetW[l] .old-beta 
1 
33 scaled-backward-prob = t m p  
Table 4: Psuedocode Implementation of the Backward Algorithm for the MP-1 
The Backward Algorithm with Re-Estimation (Cont .) 
# Active Set Instruction 
34 for t=D-2  to  0 
{ 
35 ALL sum-out -count = xnet W [ l ]  .sum-out -count 
36 FIRSTANSTATE sum~out~coun t  = 0.0 
37 LASTJNSTATE temp = sum-out-count 
38 LASTJNSTATE xnetcW[D - l].temp = sum-out-count 
39 T 5 M norm-count = norm-count x temp 
40 T 5 M mean-count = mean-count x temp x O[t  + D - I.] 
41 T 5 M var-count = var-count x temp x(O[t  + D - 11)~ 
1 
42 ALL Function my-bscanAddd(forwardsum,seg,n) 
{ 
43 seg = 1 backwardsum = forwardsum 
44 seg = 1 xnetcW[n-l].backwardsum = forwardsum 
45 ALL shiftedforwardsum = 0.0 
46 seg # 1 xnet:E[l].shiftedforwardsum = forwardsum 
4 7 ALL backwardsum = backwardsum - shiftedforwardsum 
4 8 ALL return(backwardsum) 
1 
Table 4: Psuedocode Implementation of the Backward Algorithm for the MP-1 (Cont.) 
it subtracts a shifted version of the forwardly scanned sum from the complete sum (i.e., the 
rightmost result of the forward scan). If the forward sum already exists, then this transformation 
is much faster than a second scan sum. 
A key point about the implementation of the backward algorithm is the method in which 
the output counts are maintained. Although there are D contributions from each observation 
t o  a single state's output distribution, it is not necessary t o  sum the partial contributions (i.e., 
the vector and squared vector) in a loop. Instead, the path probabilities involving the given 
observation are accumulated in a rotating buffer that is implemented by shifting with xnet across 
a state's PEs (as with alpha, beta, and the output probs). The summed paths are then multiplied 
by the vector and squared vector t o  update the mean and variance counts, respectively. 
Normalizing the Re-Estimation Counts 
# Active Set Instruction 
0 L A S T J N J I R S T S T A T E  tmp = reduceAddd(acount) 
1 L A S T J N J I R S T S T A T E  a = acount / tmp 
2 L A S T J N J I R S T S T A T E  xnetcW[D-l1.a = a 
3 norm-count > 0.0 mean = meancount / norm-count 
4 norm-count > 0.0 var = var,,,t / norm-count - mean2 
5 norm-count > 0.0 product = scanMuld(var,durationseg) 
6 r = M norm = psqrt(product x ( 2 ~ ) ~ )  
7 ALL statesum = scanAddd(dcOunt ,durationseg) 
8 LASTJNJIRST-STATE xnetcW[D-1] .statesum = statesum 
9 statesum > 0.0 d = dcount / statesum 
Table 5: Psuedocode Implementation of the Re-Estimation Procedure for the MP-1 
3.6 Normalizing the Re-Estimation Counts 
The improved model parameters are found by normalizing the counts accumulated across all 
training sentences. This step is implemented in Table 5. 
3.7 Mapping the Viterbi Algorithm to the MP-1 
Once the model parameters have been estimated, the Viterbi algorithm [Vit67, For731 can be 
utilized to  find the most likely phone sequence of a given sentence. The Viterbi trellis is updated in 
Table 6. Note that a node in the trellis contains the logarithm of the probability of the most likely 
partial path that ends at  the node. All PEs that have a partial state path probability equal to 
the max send their duration index to the last PE assigned to  the state. This is an implementation 
of the argmax, i.e., the index of the maximum element. For the case where two (or more) PEs 
are equal to  the max, it is irrelevant whether the first or second duration offset is chosen as the 
argmax. Thus, the router can be used to transfer the duration offset(s) to the argmax location. 
Line 18 finds the argmax over all predecessors of the initial/final state. The best predecessor to 
the initial state for each time t is stored across all states in the same manner that alphasave is 
stored in the forward algorithm. 
The Forward Algorithm 
# Active Set Instruction 
0 ALL newgamma = outprob = -HUGE 
1 ALL proc[O].best-pred = -1 
2 FIRST-INPHONE newgamma = log(a) 
3 for t = l  to T 
{ 
4 ALL oldgamma = new-gamma 
5 ALL out -prob = xnetW[l].out-prob 
6 ALL gauss-temp = 0.0 
7 T 5 M diff = observation[t-1] - mean 
8 T 5 M gauss-temp = diff x diff / var 
9 ALL sum = scanAddd(gauss-temp,durationseg) 
10 T = M xnetW[M - l ] . ~ u t - ~ r o b  = -sum/2.0 - log(norm) 
11 ALL log-product = scanAddd(out-prob,durationseg) 
12 ALL max-tmp = old-gamma + d + log-product 
13 ALL statemax = scanMaxd(max-tmp,durationseg) 
14 LASTJNPHONE xnetcW[D-l].statemax = statemax 
15 max-tmp = statemax router[iproc + 1 - T + t mod D].best-duration[t/D] = T 
16 FIRSTJNSTATE newgamma = router[source].statemax 
17 LASTJNYHONE t m p  = reduceMaxd(statemax) 
18 statemax = tmp router[t].bestpred = iproc 
19 FIRST-INPHONE newgamma = t m p  + log(a) 
20 NOTTIRST JNSTATE newgamma = xnet W[l] .old-gamma 
1 
21 log-viterbi-prob = tmp 
Table 6: Psuedocode Implementation of the Viterbi Algorithm for the MP-1 
The results given in section 5 are based on an implementation that assumes the log probabilities 
are precomputed. In Table 7, the previously calculated argmaxs are used to  determine the most 
likely path through the trellis. INITIAL-STATE-PROC is a singular variable that contains 
the iproc value of the P E  assigned to the initiallfinal state. 
I Backtracking the Viterbi Trellis 
I # Active Set Instruction I 
path- length = 0 
t = T  
cur ren t  = proc[t].best-pred 
3 while (current  1 0) 
{ 
4 t = t - proc[current + t mod D].best-duration[t/D] 
5 t = t - proc[current + t mod D].best-duration[t/D] 
6 t = t - proc[current + t mod D].best-duration[t/D] 
7 backward-pat h[pat h l e n g t  h]  = proc[current] .phone 
8 cur ren t  = proc[t].best-pred 
9 path-length = path-length + 1 
1 
Table 7: Finding the best path through the Viterbi trellis. 
4 Modifications of the Basic Parallel Implement at ion 
4.1 Multiple Sentences 
The forward-backward counts are generally summed over a large number of training sentences for 
each iteration of re-estimation. This parallelism can be easily exploited by replacing reduceAddd0 
by a scanAddd(), where each sentence's PEs belong to a different segment. There is an additional 
overhead if the concurrent sentences are of different lengths. We group sentences of approximately 
the same length together so that this overhead is negligible. In our work, anywhere between 5 
and 16 sentences can be processed simultaneously for D = 16. 
4.2 Sentence Models With Given State Sequences 
In some cases, the state sequence may be known for each training sentence. The forward and 
backward algorithms must still be used since the duration of each state is unknown. For in- 
stance, a phone recognizer trained on the TIMIT database [FZBP87] could use the given phone 
transcriptions to better train the HMM. In this case, each sentence has a different topology; a 
linear model is constructed using the phones provided by the phone transcription. Figure 4 shows 
the topology for an example sentence. The forward-backward counts are found for each sentence 
topology. After all sentences have been processed, the general topology is constructed by once 
again connecting all of the phones from the initial state to  the final state in parallel. Then the 
counts are normalized to  find the new estimates. 
Figure 4: Topology for the sentence "Clear data." 
Since each sentence contains a different set of phones, the phone assignment of a given PE 
will change for each sentence. This means that the probabilities and counts of re-estimation must 
be maintained in a separate fixed location. Our solution has been t o  create two sets of plural 
variables. For example, mean-count stores the mean counts of the phone currently allocated to 
the PE,  and prior to  the next sentence allocation mean-count is summed into savemean-counts in 
another P E  that  is dedicated t o  the given phone. Since sendwithAddd() and the router construct 
are both relatively costly operations, the time needed t o  perform one iteration of re-estimation 
increases significantly. However, the increase can be offset t o  some extent by processing more than 
one sentence a t  a time. Unlike the case of multiple sentences for the general topology, computing 
the forward (or backward) trellis for multiple sentences for a linear topology suffers only a slight 
overhead cost. This is due t o  the fact that  the reduce instructions of the forward and backward 
algorithm are no longer needed. 
\ sub I 
Figure 5: Topology of word recognizer. 
4.3 Word Recognition 
Although the pseudocode presented in this paper has been described in terms of a phone rec- 
ognizer, it is equally applicable to a word recognizer with the topology shown in figure 5. The 
number of words that can be packed into the array of PEs depends on the average number of 
states per word and D. Of course, larger vocabularies can be accommodated by partitioning the 
words into subsets that require less than 16384 PEs each. 
5 Results 
Graphs comparing the running times of the serial versus parallel version are shown in figure 
6. We compare our parallel implementation to a serial implementation on a Sun 31280 for several 
reasons. For one, we do not know of a comparable implementation (i.e, one that models dura- 
tion explicitly) on another parallel machine. Moreover, it is not our point to compare parallel 
architectures; instead we hope to illustrate the feasibility of complex speech modeling in real time 
and focus attention of the algorithmic and architectural factors relevant to this type of applica- 
tion. The MasPar MP-1 is well-suited to our application because we can usefully utilize all of 
the PEs, and we rely on fast xnet and router communication. Lastly, it is exactly the generic 
workstation that we wish to compare and contrast our results, since speech recognition research 
and development is nearly always carried out on one or more workstations. 
Each graph shows the computational dependence on a single factor, with all other factors 
held constant. When we fixed a parameter, we chose it to be reasonable for recognition of spoken 
English. For example, the duration of a typical spoken sentence is between two and three seconds, 
so T was set to 256 (i.e., 2.56 seconds). D was set to 32, corresponding to a phone duration of 320 
ms. There are 44 phonemes used in English. If some pronunciation variations are also modeled, 
then the total number of phones included in the recognizer could easily reach 64. For example, 62 
phone labels are used in the phone transcriptions that accompany the TIMIT [FZBP87] speech 
database. 
6 Comments 
To determine how well suited our algorithms were to the architecture of the MP-1, we timed the 
various portions of our algorithms to see how much time they spent computing versus commu- 
nicating. Our timings indicate that less than 10% of the execution is spent in communication 
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Figure 6: A comparison between the complexity of the serial and parallel implementations: a) 
the forward algorithm as a function of D ,  b) the forward algorithm as a function of the number 
of phones, c) the Viterbi algorithm as a function of D ,  and d) the Viterbi algorithm as a function 
of the number of phones. 
overhead, so the bandwidth of the xnet and the global router are not limiting factors. In fact, 
we spend roughly the same amount of time assigning variables and accessing arrays in local P E  
memory as communicating, in part because every group of 16 PEs in the MP-1 has to  share a 
single data bus. It appears that  for our application, the greatest benefit would result from speed- 
ing up the time it takes for our PEs to  do single or double precision arithmetic; multiplying two 
doubles with a 4-bit ALU is slow. Hence, our algorithm may be better suited for MasPar's newest 
models which use faster PEs. 
Although the communication overhead is not the bottleneck for our basic algorithms, some of 
the modifications given in section 4 could be speeded up significantly by reducing the communica- 
tion overhead. The bandwidth limitations of the global router would be taxed in a more general 
model with irregular communication patterns. For example, the extension for multiple sentences 
uses sendwithAddd0, which consumes a large fraction of the total processing time. 
However, as the graphs show, the MP-1 provides an impressive speedup for our HMMs. It 
provides a large number of PEs, and many of our applications can keep them all productively 
employed. It also supports particularly fast reduce functions which are used extensively in our 
code. 
7 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented an efficient parallel implementation of a complex HMM recog- 
nizer. We have also discussed the choice of data structures and suggested novel approaches to  
implement explicit duration HMM modeling that  take advantage of the parallel constructs of the 
target architecture. 
8 Appendix: Review of Hidden Markov Models 
8.1 An Example: Isolated Word Recognition 
HMMs can best be understood by considering an example. Suppose that  the goal is to  recognize 
a single word that  belongs to  a small vocabulary. Each word in the vocabulary is modeled as a 
succession of phones. A phone is one of the basic sounds of a language. For instance, the word 
"clean" is composed of four English phones: K ,  L, IY (pronounced "ee"), and N. Assume that 
each phone is modeled by a single HMM state as shown in figure 7. 
the 
Figure 7: Word recognition example: there are three words in the vocabulary: clean, the, and 
data. 
We need a measure of the input speech signal that  will allow us t o  compare the utterance 
t o  each vocabulary word model. For simplicity, let us use the spectral energy of the signal. 
Specifically, the speech will be segmented into 10 ms frames, and the energy in each of four 
spectral bands (hence M = 4) will be found for each frame. For each segment of speech, an 
observation vector, which is composed of the four spectral energies, is modeled by a Gaussian. 
If the input utterance has a duration of 0.3 seconds, then there are 30 frames of speech (i.e., 
T = 30) represented by the set of 30 energy measurements (i.e., the observation sequence). Given 
the input utterance, our goal is t o  find the most likely path that  accounts for the observations 
(and hence the recognized word). 
8.2 Training A Hidden Markov Model 
Let X denote all the parameters of the HMM, so that  X = ({a;;), {d j , , ) ,  {pj), {aj)). The pa- 
rameters are estimated by making an initial guess and then refining that estimate using the 
characteristics of a set of training data. Training the HMM consists of iterating a 3-step process. 
First, the probabilities of partial observation sequences beginning a t  t = 1 are found using the for- 
ward algorithm. Next, the probabilities of partial sequences that end a t  time t = T are calculated 
Figure 8: Forward trellis ( N  = 3 and T = 5). 
using the backward algorithm. Finally, the forward and backward probabilities are combined to 
form new estimates of the model parameters. Let Anew = ((a:;"), {dzw),  {pYw), ( ayw) )  denote 
the new set of HMM parameters. P(OIXneW) is guaranteed to be greater than or equal to P(0IX). 
This process of improving the model parameters is iterated until the probability of the observation 
sequence converges to  a local maximum. By choosing a good initial estimate for X [RabgO], the 
local maximum will not differ significantly from the global maximum. 
As mentioned above, efficient estimation of X is possible by utilizing two recursions. A forward 
recursion finds the probability of a subsequence of observations beginning with O1. Define crt(j), 
the forward probability, as follows: 
crt(j) = Pr(O1, 02, ..., Ot, state j ends a t  time tlX) 
N 
~ ~ ( 1 )  = 1 cro(j) = C c ~ ~ ( i ) a ; , j d j , o  f r  j = 2, ..., N 
i= 1 
For t = 1 to T ,  
where 
7- 1 n bj(0t-rn) = 1 for  T = O dj,7 = O fo r  T > D 
m=O 
The two-dimensional array of forward probabilities can be viewed as a trellis, as shown in 
figure 8. Each entry of the tth column is, in general, dependent on all of the nodes in columns 
(t - D )  through (and including) t. The order that the elements of the tth column are calculated is 
very important if some states are nulls. Each null state is evaluated before any of its successors. 
An ordering that satisfies this condition is guaranteed to exist since a closed loop of nulls is not 
allowed. 
Similarly, a backward recursion determines the probability of a subsequence of observations 
ending with OT. Define Pt(i), the backward probability, as follows: 
Pt(i) = P T ( O ~ + ~ ,  Ot+2, ..., OTI state i ends a t  time t) 
Then f o r t  = T - 1 t o  1, 
N min(D,t) 7-1 
As with the forward trellis, the elements of a column in the backward trellis must be evaluated 
in a particular order. Each null state is evaluated before all predecessors. 
Suppose that  we have an estimate, A, of the HMM parameters. An improved estimate, Anew, 
can be obtained by taking the ratio of expected counts [BPSW7CII[Fer8Cl]. These formulas, which 
are collectively referred t o  as the Baum-Welch algorithm [BPSW70], can be conveniently expressed 
in terms of the forward probabilities, the backward probabilities, and the model parameters: 
. . 
c o u n t )  = C at-r(i)ai,jdj,r 1 bj(0t-m) 1 Pt(j)  
. . 
pcount ( j )  C C C at-r(i)ai , jdj ,  I n bj(0t-m) 1 & ( j )  C 01-m 
By normalizing the expected counts, we find an improved estimate of the model parameters: 
gcount ( j  ) ,yew = new 2 n0TmcOunt ( j )  - ( ~ j  ) 
For a review of re-estimation, and hidden Markov models in general, see [RabSO]. Other references 
include [B JM831, [LRS83], and [RJ86]. 
8.3 Recognition 
After the hidden Markov model has been trained, the Viterbi algorithm[Vit67, For73, RabSO] can 
be used t o  determine the most likely sequence of states for a new observation sequence. The 
Viterbi algorithm is very similar to  the forward algorithm except that  each state of the trellis 
is updated using only its most probable predecessor instead of summing the contributions of all 
its predecessors. This allows the operations to  be performed in the logarithmic domain, so that 
scaling is not necessary. Define yt( j) ,  the Viterbi probability, as follows: 
y t ( j )  = log(Pr(O1, 0 2 ,  ..., Ot, state j ends a t  time t ( 01 ,  02 ,  ..., Ot is the most likelypartial path, A)) 
F o r t  = 1 to  T, 
N min(D,t) 
7-1 
~ t ( j )  = r = l  m a  T=O rt-,(i) + l ~ g ( a i , ~ )  + log(djYT) + Z: log(b(Ol-m))] f o r  j = 1,2,  . .., N (13) 
m=O 
Each time the maximum is taken, the index of the maximum element is saved (i.e., the 
argmax). After all T observations have been processed, the final state's Viterbi probability is 
equal t o  the probability of the most likely path. However, this value is of little interest; it is 
the path itself that  is desired. This path can be recovered by backtracking through the Viterbi 
trellis using the saved argmaxs. Note that  the HMM parameters can be saved in log format after 
training. 
8.4 Computational Complexity 
Now consider the complexity of calculating the forward trellis. Let us implement equation 2, 
which is duplicated below for convenience. 
The straightforward implementation requires O(N 2TD)  multiplications and additions for a fully 
connected model (i.e., a i j  # 0 V i ,  j ) .  However, the computational load is considerably better in 
practice for two reasons. For one, the product of observation probabilities found can be calculated 
recursively due t o  the independence of observations[Lev86]. Secondly, most topologies used for 
speech recognition are not fully connected, so that most states have fewer than N predecessors. 
For a model that has an average of K predecessors per state, the computational complexity is 
O(Nh7TD), assuming that the output probabilities are calculated recursively. A typical phone 
recognizer might have 150 states and a maximum duration of 32 (i.e, N = 200 and T = 32). 
The average number of predecessors, K ,  is generally slightly greater than 1.0. The number of 
observation vectors in a sentence, T ,  is likely to  range from 200 to  500, with the average close to 
300. 
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